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Twenty twenty-one , what a year it has been! Back in January I decided to write a concept album based on
our perception of risk, and what our priorities should be in this crazy time. ‘Eight ways it ends’ provides a run
down of eight risks that we face in our lives. Ranging from geological events to loss of a loved one. It is an
album about fear, loss, worry, confusion yet ends with a hopeful song ‘I wonder what to do but I’m in here
with you and it’s okay’. ‘Not the End Yet’ was the first song of mine that people heard broadcast on radio,
specifically on NCCR In The Moog New Music Show with Chris Watts. From here I discovered a community of
wonderful listeners and artists. I am forever grateful to Chris and my friend Steve for recommending me the
show.

February and March saw me attempt to write a sequel album, to explore what would happen if ‘losing you’
was the way it ended. Unfortunately this album was less coherent and became simply an album about loss
and hope for a better time. By the end of March I had finished the third album and a collaborative EP
including remixes and original songs with some people I had met within this beautiful community.

‘Who Will Be Left’ was released in April. A darker direction that I originally intended and an attempt to explore
the COVID-19 epidemic and my mixed feelings about it. This disaster had given me time to do something
new, something that surprised me and something that gave me so much joy. I felt guilty about how so many
other people had found this time so difficult; perhaps the worst time in their lives. The song ‘stand by’ is by
no means subtle ‘who’ll be left to say goodbye?’ is probably the darkest lyric I have written.

Within 2 weeks I had also released ‘The Ninth Way’. This album was a steep learning curve, I was trying to
improve my production skills and struggled to get vocals right. Something that I will probably never be happy
with. I also spent this time trying to get my CD of ‘Eight Ways it Ends’ produced. It was also in April that I was
first played on New Music Saturday, the great podcast hosted by Dr Bones and Mike1in5 (#NMS). These two
are brilliant supporters of independent music!

The Next few months from May to September all seemed to happen so quickly. I released 3 Eps and 4
Albums, each a step forward in complexity or production and included several collaborations and
partnerships. I recruited an international remote choir to sing on ‘Home’, worked with a blues-rock artist
called Ade Wilding on a rock-electro-pop fusion track, worked with Dasha (Pulse Lab) on a spacey electro
love song called ‘Homesick and Spacebound’. I also continued to work with Richard Davies, saxophonist
supremo, most memorably on ‘Nothing Here’ from the ‘No Heartbeat EP’ where I tried (succeeded?) to make
an EP in 12 hours. I knew I could count on him and he didn’t let me down!

There were two others highlights of the Summer for me. Firstly appearing on the #GenerationBlitz
compilation with over thirty of the best electronic underground artists in the world. An absolutely stunning
compilation of music inspired by the music that emerged from the Blitz Club in the early 80s. I was also
played for the first time on Electrocurated with Colin Spencer on Artefaktor Radio. The song was ‘Karamel
Kisses’, a silly song and the most upbeat one I had written at that point – everyone seems to love it!

October was a surprising month. An absolutely strange month. A month that saw two firsts. I performed live
at one the best venues in Norwich – as a result of a friend sharing a tweet from Sink Ya Teeth, their support
act couldn’t make it and they needed someone local to be able to step in. Naturally, I jumped at the chance! I
am still hugely grateful to them for having faith in me. Also, just a few weeks later I was played on BBC Radio
6 by Tom Robinson. This was a total surprise, and guess what song it was… ‘Karamel Kisses’! Thank you Tom.
This was a wonderful surprise.

By the end of November I had released two more albums that were my most popular yet , ‘10’ and ‘Arise
Reprise’. The first of these included the song ‘Butterflies’ that has now been remixed by nine artists. All of
their versions are different and equally high quality, finally putting to bed the idea that this was a
competition. There is no way to choose a winner. It is touching that so many people wanted to give it a go
and I have made some good friends because of it.

‘How to Build a Boy’ will be my 12th and final album of 2021. I have almost twice the amount of time to
spend on it as anything I have done. I hope you enjoy it when you hear it.
What will 2022 bring? I have no idea. But you can be sure that it will involve more music, more improvement
and hopefully, more friendship. 

                                                                                                                       KIFFIE


